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a b s t r a c t

This paper presents a model of urban traffic congestion that allows for hypercongestion. Hyperconges-
tion has fundamental importance for the costs of congestion and the effect of policies such as road
pricing, transit provision and traffic management, treated in the paper. In the simplest version of the
model, the unregulated Nash equilibrium is also the social optimum among a wide range of potential
outcomes and any reasonable road pricing scheme will be welfare decreasing. Large welfare gains can be
achieved through road pricing when there is hypercongestion and travelers are heterogeneous.

& 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

Anybody living in a major city will appreciate that congestion is
a significant issue for economic policy. For the US, for example, it is
estimated that urban road congestion in 2011 caused a total of
5.5 billion hours of delay (Schrank et al., 2012). Congestion is not
only costly. It also has impacts on the local economy, it affects the
functioning of labor markets, and it is an offsetting force balancing
urban agglomeration effects.2 It is therefore important for a range
of economic issues to understand the nature of urban traffic
congestion.

Traffic congestion is essentially dynamic: the traffic system has
memory and conditions at one point in time affect conditions later
on the same day. Therefore the timing of trips is fundamental and
must be taken into account by economic analysis. The dynamic
aspect of traffic congestion matters also from a spatial economic
point of view due to the connection between the timing and the
length of commutes (Fosgerau and de Palma, 2012).

The seminal Vickrey (1969) bottleneck model has shaped our
intuition about urban congestion dynamics.3 The bottleneck model

allows the inconvenience of the timing of trips as well as the
dynamics of congestion to be accounted for in the economic
analysis of congestion. The constant capacity of the bottleneck
implies that delaying arrivals at the bottleneck can reduce delays;
nobody will arrive later, provided the bottleneck capacity remains
fully utilized. This feature of bottleneck congestion implies that a
time varying toll can be designed to induce drivers in the middle
of the peak to delay their departures, such that revenue is raised,
queueing is reduced and no driver is made worse off (Arnott et al.,
1993).

Turning to flow congestion, it is well established that the
instantaneous speed at a single point on a road is a decreasing
function of the instantaneous density of cars at that point
(Greenshields, 1935). The fundamental identity of traffic flow
holds that flow, i.e. the number of cars passing the point per time
unit, equals speed times density, where density is the number of
cars per distance unit. Flow is then (with appropriate shape
restrictions on the speed–density relationship) an inverse
u-shaped function of density. On the downward sloping part there
is hypercongestion as higher density is associated with both lower
flow and reduced speed.

A recent range of contributions have shown that such a fun-
damental diagram of traffic flow also applies at the level of an
urban neighborhood meeting certain conditions (Daganzo, 2007;
Geroliminis and Daganzo, 2008; Daganzo et al., 2011). The
underlying mechanism is that drivers continuously adapt their
route choices to avoid more congested parts of the road network.
This adaptation process tends to equalize congestion across space.
A stable relationship emerges between the density of cars in the
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network and the space-averaged speed. This is a very important
finding, since it allows urban congestion to be analyzed in an
aggregate manner, without having to refer to specific road net-
works. I shall refer to this type of congestion as bathtub congestion.
Just like the water level is the same everywhere in a bathtub, the
level of congestion and hence the speed is the same everywhere in
an urban area subject to bathtub congestion.4 Figuratively speak-
ing, we can think of a car that drives a trip of a certain length in a
bathtub: it does not matter where it begins and ends its trip, its
effect on the speed of other cars depends only on when it is pre-
sent in the bathtub.

The bottleneck model does not describe bathtub congestion
well, since the inverse-u relationship between flow and density
does not occur in the bottleneck model. Flow out of the bottleneck
does increase with density before the bottleneck until the point
where the capacity flow is reached. At higher densities, however,
the flow does not decrease but stays constant. Thus the bottleneck
does not generate hypercongestion.

Bottleneck congestion may be considered appropriate as a
description of urban congestion for example concerning com-
muting flows towards a city center, where congestion is con-
centrated near the entrance to the center. Given the now existing
empirical evidence, bottleneck congestion can no longer be con-
sidered appropriate as a description of congestion at the urban
level. For homogeneously congested downtown urban areas, we
now have empirical evidence that bathtub congestion is an
appropriate description.5

This paper presents a model that I call the bathtub model. The
bathtub model is similar to the bottleneck model in describing a
fixed mass of homogeneous drivers who care about the timing of
their trips. The main difference is the congestion technology
embodied in the model. Where the bottleneck model builds on
bottleneck congestion, the bathtub model (unsurprisingly) builds
on bathtub congestion. Thus it incorporates hypercongestion,
allowing increases in flow to be associated with increases in speed.
In this paper I show that the bathtub model can be used to give a
unified treatment of a range of issues related to urban congestion
and hypercongestion, as discussed in the following.

The bathtub model takes the length of any specific trip to be
exogenous and constant. Thus the model does not describe the
mechanism mentioned earlier where speeds are equalized across
space as drivers adapt their route choice to avoid congestion. The
bathtub model takes as fundamental the outcome that the speed is
the same everywhere, such that the spatial dimension can be
ignored.

The engineering literature considers a second macroscopic
relationship called the network exit function (Gonzales and
Daganzo, 2012), which relates the rate at which trips are com-
pleted to density. I do not employ this relationship as the model
presented here produces the time at which trips are completed as
a function of departure times and trip lengths using only the
macroscopic speed–density relationship. The bathtub model that I
present is not consistent with a network exit function. This means

that a network exit function must be considered as an approx-
imation and one that is not necessary in the present model.

The bathtub model leads to conclusions that are radically dif-
ferent from those of the bottleneck model. The bottleneck con-
clusions depend on the property of bottleneck congestion that it is
possible to delay departure times without affecting arrival times.
In the bathtub, such trip retiming has small or even no effect on
travel times under some circumstances. The underlying principle
is illustrated in Fig. 1, which shows a short trip and a long trip in
an urban area subject to bathtub congestion. Each trip has some
fixed length and a duration that depends on the average speed
obtained. The short trip is carried out within the duration of the
long trip; I call this regular sorting. The speed is low when both
trips are ongoing and high when only one trip is in progress.

Notice first that the duration of the short trip does not depend
on the timing of that trip. Under regular sorting, the speed for the
short trip is always low. Notice next that, still under regular
sorting, the duration of the long trip is also independent of the
relative timing of the two trips: the long trip covers the same
distance as the short trip during the interval when both are
ongoing; the remaining distance is covered at the high speed,
which is the same before and after the short trip.

Section 2 generalizes this simple example to the case where
there is a continuum of drivers with a distribution of trip lengths
and shows that travel times for all trip lengths are completely
determined under regular sorting. Thus the specific departure and
arrival time profiles do not matter at all for travel times. Under a
regularity condition, it is shown that Nash equilibrium in the
timing of trips is in fact regularly sorted. Moreover, taking the
travel time as given, each driver travels at his optimal time. Since
travel times cannot be reduced as long as regular sorting is
maintained, this implies that the Nash equilibrium is also the
social optimum among regularly sorted outcomes. Hence any
policy that changes the departure schedule can only make drivers
worse off, if regular sorting is maintained.

Section 3 allows demand for car travel to be elastic in two
different ways. First, by introducing an alternative mode of travel. I
call it “transit” for concreteness, but the defining characteristic is
just that it provides a speed that is attractive when car speed drops
due to congestion. Travelers have no specific preferences regarding
mode of travel. In equilibrium, the availability of transit allows
travelers with short trips to escape from the lowest car speeds
during the height of the congested peak and instead travel at the
higher transit speed. The remaining car drivers are those with trip
lengths above some threshold and they gain a speed increase from
the absence of the transit users. This mechanism is similar to that
described in Anderson (2014), who argues that transit users are
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Fig. 1. A short and a long trip with regular sorting. Durations are independent of
timing.

4 Richard Arnott has pointed out that I use the term “bathtub model” in the
sense of hydrology and he prefers calling it an isotropic model. Vickrey worked on
what he also called a bathtub model of congestion, which was based on the
intuition that now materializes in Daganzo's work. Vickrey never completed this
work but a note has been preserved (Vickrey, 1991). He used as fundamental the
idea that outflow from the bathtub is proportional to the height of the water in the
bathtub. This is similar to the second macroscopic relationship discussed below
whereby the rate of trip completion depends on density. My model simply com-
putes the times when trips are completed as a function of departure time and
speed.
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